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High-n helicity-induced shear Alfven eigenmodes 

N.Nakajima, C.Z.Cheng,1 and M.Okamoto 

National Institute for fusion Science, Nagoya 4^4-01, Japan 

ABSTRACT 

The high-n Helicity-induced shear Alfven Eigenmodes ( HAE } are considered both ana

lytically and numerically fot the straight helical magnetic system, where n is the toroidal 

mode number. The eigenmode equation for the high-n HAE modes is derived along the 

field line and with the aid of the averaging method is shown to reduce to the Mathieu 

equation asymptotically. The discrete HAE modes arc shown to exist inside the continuum 

spectrum gaps. The continuous spectrum gaps appear around ur = urA[N(U - m)/2] 2 

for JV = 1,2,--, where u^ is the toroidal Alfven transit frequency, and /, m, and * are 

the polarity of helical coils, the toroidal pitch number of helical coils, and the rotational 

transform, respectively. For the same U>A a "d *, the frequency of the helical continuum gap 

is larger than that of the continuum gap in tokamak plasmas by \l — « _ 1 m|. The polarity 

of helical coils / plays a crucial role in determining the spectrum gaps and the properties 

of the liigh-n HAE modes. The spectrum gaps near the magnetic axis are created by the 

helical ripple with circular flux surfaces for / = l,and > 3 helicals. For / = 2 helical 

systems, the spectrum gaps are created by the ellipticity of the flux surfaces. These ana

lytical results for the continuum gaps and the existence of the high-n HAE modes in the 

continuum gaps are confirmed numerically for the / = 2 case, and we find that the HAE 

modes exist for mode structures with the even and the odd parities. 

Keywords: Helicity-induced shear Alfven Eigenmodes (HAE), spectrum gap, Alfven con

tinuum, straight helical 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Toroidicity-indeuced shear Alfven Eigenmodes ( TAE ) have been discovered 

for axisymmetric tokamaks 1 - 3 , and the destabilization of the TAE modes by the a-particles 

which can result in significant or-particle losses in ignited tokamaks has been theoretically 

predicted. 4" 1 0 In an axisymmetric toroidal plasma, the magnitude of the toroidal magnetic 

field is nonuniform over a magnetic flux surface. This nonuniformity of the toroidal mag

netic field can cause coupling of neighboring poloidal harmonics and results in the breakup 

of the shear Alfven continuous spectrum into small bands of the continuous spectra.11"*"13 

Inside of the spectrum gaps discrete TAE modes exist as stable toroidal shear Alfven 

eigenmodes. 1 - 3 

In non-axisymmetric toroidal plasmas such as the helical devices, not only the toroidic-

ity but also the helical coils can make the magnitude of the magnetic field nonuniform over 

a magnetic flux surface. Thus, the straight helical plasmas can also cause the breakup of 

the shear Alfven continuous spectrum into small bands of the continuous spectra. 

In this paper, we study both analytically and numerically the high-n helicity-induced 

shear Alfven eigenmodes (HAE) in a low beta straight helical system. An averaged eigen-

mode equation along the field line for the high-n HAE modes is obtained by using the 

averaging method and is reduced to the Mathieu equation1 4 asymptotically. It suggests 

that the spectrum gaps appear around w2 = wA[N(U - m)/2]3 for N = 1,2,", where 

u>A = VA/R is the toroidal Alfvgn transit frequency, vA = Bo/i/fais the Alfven velocity, 

* is the rotational transform, R is the major radius, B0 is the uniform toroidal field, and 

pm is the mass density. The frequency of the helical continuum gap is larger than that of 

the continuum gap in tokamak plasmas by |/ — qm\ for the same Alfven transit frequency 

u>/t and the rotational transform «, where q = *~* is the safety factor. The existence of the 

discrete HAE modes is numerically demonstrated in the / = 2, m = 10 straight helical 

system, where / and m are the number of helical coils and the toroidal pitch number of 

helical coils, respectively. The number of helical coils / plays a crucial role in determining 

the spectrum gaps and the properties of the HAE modes. The spectrum gaps near the 

magnetic axis are created by the helical ripple for / = l,and > 3 helicals with circular 
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flux surfaces. But for the / = 2 helical system, the spectrum gaps are created by the 

cllipticity of the magnetic flux surfaces. In contrast to the TAR modes, not only the even 

modes but also the odd modes exist for the / = 2 helical system. 

The organization of this paper is as follows. In See.II, the high-n ideal magnetohy-

drodynamic (MHD) Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB)-ballooning equation is derived for 

a low-/3 straight helical system. Section III gives an analytical treatment of the cigenmode 

equation by employing the averaging method. The results of numerical calculations are 

shown in Sec.IV. A summary and discussion is given in Sec.V. 

II. BASIC EQUATION 

Following Cheng et. al.,1 the high-n ideal MUD WKB-ballooning equation in the 

low-/? limit is given by 

(i) 

where pm is the mass density, Va is related to the magnetic field by 

B = VipxVa, (2) 

and ip is the magnetic flux function. Va is given by 

*«=TW + AV*' ( 3 ) 

and A is obtained by solving the magnetic differential equation1 5 

B • VA = - r ^ p i * 0 " V x (6 x tf), (4) 

where b = BjB, and Tp = Vip/ \ Vip |. Note that a is an angle-like, multiple-valued 

function of position, and A contributes to the secular behavior of Va. 

To consider the high-n HAE modes both analytically and numerically, we use the 

straight he; teal vacuum magnetic field as a first approximation. This is consistent with the 

low-/?, large aspect ratio approximation. The straight helical vacuum field in cylindrical 

flux surfaces. But for the 1 2 helical syst.em， thr. spectrum gaps are created by the 

cllipticity of the magnetic flux surfaces. ln cont.rast to the T̂ E modes， not only the even 

modes but also the odd modes exist for the 1 2 helical s}'stcm. 

The organization of th回 paperis as follows. In Sec.ll， the high-n ideal magnr.tohy-

drodynamic (MH D) Wentzel‘Kramers-Brillouin (WKB)-ballooning equation is deriveo for 

a low-s straight helical system. Section III gives an analytiεal trcat.ment of the eigcnmode 

equation by employing the averaging method. The rc田閉s引11川山，Itsof nun口m<

sh回。wn叩 Sec.IV. A s叩umma訂ryano dis虻c口11開s回sioο予河)n'開sg伊，ve凹叩nin Ser.V 
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Following Cheng et. al.，' the high-n idr.al MllD、，VI¥B-hallooningeqllat.ion in the 

low-βlimit is given by 

)
 

]
 

(
 

B.V件fsw}十弔fpmJ4=o，

where Pm is the mass density， Vαis related to the magnetic field by 

(2) 8=VψxVα， 

副，dψisthe magnetic flux funct.ion. Vαis given by 

8xV叫
α=ニ一一，1;+AVψ， 

1 V?t 1 
(3) 

and A is obtained by solving the magnetic dilTerential equat.ion 15 

(4) 

where b 忌18，and ~ Vψ11 Vψ1. Note that α目 anangle-like， multipl←valued 

fllnction of position， and A contrihutes to the secular beha¥'ior of Vα 

To consider the high-n HAE modes both analytically and nllmerically， we use the 

straight he:ical vacuum magnetic field as a自r5tapproximation. This is consistent with the 

low-s， large aspect ratio approximation. The straight helical vacuum自eldin cylindrical 
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geometry (r, 0, z) is given by 1 6 

B r = lb^^-sm{l6~mQ, 

Be = i » 6 ^ I c o s ( W - m C ) , (5) 
P 

Bc = B0 - /6/,(p) cos(/0 - mQ, 

where C = z/R, p = mr/R, R is the major radius, 6 represents the helical field strength, 

and /( is the Mh order modified Bessel function of the first kind. / and m are the polarity 

of helical coils and the toroidal pitch number of helical coils, respectively. Note that for 

even m, I coresponds to the number of helical coils. From the helical symmetry of the the 

magnetic field given by Eq.(5), the magnetic flux function ip is given by 

Solving the equation of the magnetic field line of force with C as the independent 

variable, we obtain r = r{Q,6 = 0(C), and we have B- V = [BJR) {d/dQ. The initial 

point of the field line calculation (ro, BQ, CO) is chosen at the point of the weakest magnetic 

field strength in the magnetic flux surface and we set 90 = 0 and Co = 0- A(C) is obtained 

by integrating Eq.(4) along the field line with A(Co) = 0. Then Eq.(l) becomes 

• ( ! ) " • 
I ^ b ^ + tf |£i|, = 0, (7) 

where U = U>TAI rA = RJVA, VA = Bo/y/pZ, and 0 = fl< | Va | 2 JB2. Because of 

helical symmetry of the magnetic field given by Eq.(5), the solutions of Eq.(7) can have 

either even or odd parities with respect to C = 0- With the transformation tp — <j>y/$, 

Eq.(7) has the following Schrodinger type of expression: 

^ + v(n\ o = o, (8) 

where the potential U(£l2X) ' s given by 

^,C) = ^ g ) 2 - { l j M + [ i A M ] 2 } . ( 9 ) 

geomelry (r，e， z) is given by16 

dI，(ρ) 
B， 16 --，1;;' sin(16 -m()， 

?， l，(p) 
B. 内ナ叫い()， (5) 

B( Bo -16J，(ρ) cos(ie -m()， 

where (= z/R， p = mrlR， R is the major radius， 6 represents the helical field strength， 

and J， is the I-th order modi抗edBessel function of the first kind. 1 and m are the polarity 

of helical coils and the loroidal pitch number of helical coils， respectively. Note thal for 

even m， I coresponds to the number of helical coils. From the hdical symmetry of t.he the 

magnetic field given by Eq.(5)， the magnel.ic flux fllnction 1t is given by 

BoR <-2 2/b dl，(p) ψ=一一{p'--~-p一一:!.cos( 10 -m()}. 
21m" Boc rlp 

(6) 

Solving the equation of the magnetic field line of for問 with(田 theindependent. 

variable， we obtain r r(()， e e(()， and we have B. V (Bd R) (dld(). The inilial 

point of the field lille calculation (ro， 00， (0) is ch08en .t the point "f the wcakest magnctic 

五eldstrength in the magnetic lIux surface and We set 60 0 and (0 O. A(() is ohlained 

by integrating Eq.(4) along the field line with A((o) O. Then Eq.(I) becomes 

d2 d. 内 d. _う (BO¥2. _ 
d(F田正 np . 'd('P -+ ，，-~ B() 'P = u (7) 

where nωTA， TA R/VA， VA BoJ.vp;;:， andβ = B( 1 Vα 1
2 /B2 Because of 

helical symmetry of the magnetic自eldgiven by Eq.(5)， the solutions of向。(7)can havc 

either even or odd parities with問 'spectto ( O. With the transformation ザ=ゆ../11，

Eq.(7) has the folIowing 5chr品dingertype of expres剖叩ー

主什u(n2，()'P = 0， 
d(2 

where the potential U(n2，() is given by 

山=0
2 (号r-{話lns+[4玉川'}
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III. ANALYTICAL TREATMENT 

We use the averaging method 1 7 to obtain the averaged equation of Eq.(8), and the 

small ordering parameter is b/B0 ( <C 1). The equations of the magnetic field line of force 

are given by 1 7 

P = P + J ^ W - K ) , (10) 
e = 9 - ^ ^ s i n ( W - m C ) . (11) 

In the above equation, p is the averaged radius of the magnetic field line and is defined by 

P 2 = ^ , (12) 

and the averaged 9: 6 is given by 

«=«<. (13) 

where the rotational transform * has the following form 

^=i^BI4 (i4) 
4 p dp] 

with the helical ripple given by 

"•{p) = itm- ( I5 ) 

Using Eqs.(10)-(15), we can evaluate the potential U(fl2

tQ given by Eq.(9) in terms 

of the averaged coordinates. With accuracy up to the order of b/B0l 

B} = B2 = flj{l-2<:A «*[((«-m)<]}, (16) 

Blfi2 

|V*P = p 
• | l - 2 ^ c o s [ ( ^ - m ) C ] | . (17) 

Through long calculations, we can show that 

^=Mls(-^i(jh[{U-mK]} (18) 

with accuracy up to the second order in b/B0, where s is the shear parameter given by 

— {p/*)(dt/dp), and the second harmonics of the order of (b/B0)2 are neglected. It is clear 

III. ANALYTICAL TREATMENT 

We use the averaging method17 to obtain the averaged equation of &).(8)， and the 

small ordering parameter is b/ Bo (~ 1). The equations of the ma略gne叫ti虻仁 field lin凹leof (仏"河rc

arc gi、や11byl7 

Ib dl，(p) 
ρ= 戸+一一一!:..!.cos(16 -m()， 

Bo dp 

[2b J，(p) 
8 8 - 'n~ .，\~， sin(18 -m() 

日 o f' 

(10) 

)
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In the above equat聞 " P is the averaged radius of the magnetic field line and is defined by 

02 _ 21m"， 
u 一一一

BoR' 
(12) 

and t.he averaged 6: 8 is given by 

8 ~ t(， (13) 

w here the rotational transform t h田 thefollowing form 

(14) 

with the helical ripple given by 
Ib 

<h(戸)=耳1，(戸)・ (15) 

Using &)s.( 10)ー(15)，we can evalllate the potential U(fl2， () given by Eq.(9) in terms 

of the averaged coordinates. With accuracy IIp to the order of b/ Bo， 

Bl B' ~ Bg{l-2<hC倒 [(lt- m)(]}， (16) 

1 V"'I' 竿{1-争州 -m同}. (17) 
Through long calclllations， we can show that 

A(戸)~創刊(-品作) sin[(lt - m同) (18) 

with accuracy up to the second order in b/ Bo， where s is the shear paramet町 givenby 

-(Tft)(dt/dp)， and the second harmonics of the order of (b/ Bo)'町 eneglected. It is c1ear 
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from Eq.(18) that the secular term is proportional to the shear parameter s, which can be 

shown from Eqs.(14) and (15) to be of second order in b/B^. Thus, accuracy up to the 

second order in b/B0 is needed in deriving Eq.(18). 

Using Eqs.(16)-(18) and retaining leading order in b/B0, we obtain the averaged 

equation given by 

- ^ +• {a - 2ecos(2tf) - F{*)}</> = 0, (19) 

where the new variables are given by 

= ( — V . 
\U-m) 

(20) 

f = 2 ^ f - ( a + l ) £ ( l , (21) 

, -*>' ( 2 2 ) 

II 
F(6) = 

2 
(2(/« - m^sf 

' ( f « - m ) J + (2»si»)J] 

rsin(2tf). (23) 
-m) 2 + (2«stf)2 

The averaged equation has the form of the Mathieu equation8 in the limit of *.si3 3> 

1 because F(*?) tends to 0 with a dar ped oscillation. For comparison, the eigenmode 

equation for the high-n TAE mode is given by1 

— ^ + {aT ~ 2eT cos(2tfr) - FT{4T)}<p = 0, (24) 
d& 

where 

<* - (?) , 
£T = —2arct, (2G) 

6 (27) 

f>sr 
FTWT) = — *• (28) 

" T ' [l + ( 2 s ^ ) 2 f 

It is understood that Eqs.(24)-(28) can be obtained from Eqs.(19)-(23) by letting / = 1, 

m = 0, *C ~ ^i £k ~ 2^i, and by neglecting 2d2£h/df>2 ~ £h in e and the second term 

in F(i?). Note that the factor 2 in the relation £/, = 2e( comes from the difference of 

6 -

from Eq.(J8) that the secular term is proportional to the shear parameter 5， which can be 

shown from Eqs.(J4)回 d(15) to be of second order in b/ Bo. Thus， accuraεy up to the 

second order in b/ Bo is needed in deriving Eq.( 18) 

Using Eqs.(16)-(18) and retaining leading order in bj Bo， We obtain 1.he a¥'eraged 

equation given by 
_12 

ニ言ψ+{α 2<cos(219)ー F(t9)}<p= 0唱

“U 

(19) 

where the new variables are given by 

α=  (え)、 (20) 

ぞ一=令一い肘山川+1叫1り)o凡ε

I“e一m。=ーす~(， (22) 

(2(1. -m).s)' 
(09) 

[(l. -m)' + (2tst9l']' 
f La'九 1.~， d Iε̂ ¥ 1 

+ {“ 12-:';; -ÔI + 21mー (:;'1~ 11. _ _~;-~ I~...'" sin(219). (23) r-l-dt' -"j' .--dp ¥ t J J (1. -m)' + (2tst9) 

The averaged equation h出 theform of the Mathieu equalion8 in the lirnit of "，¥9 ~ 

I because F( 19) tends to 0 with a dar ，>ed oscillation. For comparison， the eigenm(泊

equation for the high-n TA E mode is given by' 

呉川町一2<T吋 219T)ー FT(19T)}伊 =0， (2-1) 
dt9子

where 

T = (手)¥
fT -2αTF:~， 

dT=;， 

(2S)2 
FT(dT) 一一一一一一寸

[1 + (2sdT)2]' 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

It is underslood tha1. Eqs.(24)-(28) can be obtained from Eqs.(19)-(23) by letting 1 1， 

m 0守パ &、 Eh 2ε" and by r時 lec1.ing2♂εh/dp2 -Eh in f and the sec印o叩nd

問 F(t9)ト.Note 1.叶.h同a叫t1.he factor 2 in the r陀elati加onε • = ε向， comes from the dif町fere引nc仁臼eof 
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coordinates between a straight cylinder in the helical and a quasi-torus in the tokamak. It 

is well known that in the large aspect ratio, low-/? tokamak with concentric circular flux 

surfaces the discrete eigenvalues of high-n TAE modes exist in the frequency gaps where 

the corresponding Mathieu equation has unstable solutions or unbounded solutions ( these 

frequency gaps are called the continuous spectrum gaps ). The existence of the TAE modes 

is due to the function FT($T) given by Eq.(28), and only the even TAE modes have been 

shown to exist.1 Although the function F{d) given by Eq.(23) for a straight helical plasma 

has a slightly different form from FT{$T) f° r the high-n TAE modes, both functions have 

similar properties that the function F(d) vanishes as tsd » 1, and Eq.(19) corresponds 

to the Mathieu equation. Therefore, we expect the discrete HAE modes to exist in the 

continuum gaps. In this paper, we shall demonstrate the existence of the HAE modes by 

numerically solving the high-n MHD WKB-ballooning equation, Eq.(7). For e «C 1 the 

continuum gaps can be formed near 

fl^P^]' faff-1,2,-, (29) 

with the boundaries of the gaps given by ( for N = 1 ~ 3 ) : 1 4 

«•«. = m=]>» (£-*)}. (3o) 

« 5 , = « = [ f e - m ] J { i + ( | ± i ) ( ( 2 ^ - 5 ^ / 4 ) ' ) , ( 3 1 > 

«ft~ = [^ 2{^(($-^) 2 ± 3( ($- 5^ ) / 6)T (32) 

From Eqs.(29-32), we can see that the continuum gaps in a helical system depend on /, m, 

*, EA, and ((Peh/dp2). It is clear from the definition of Q that for the same Alfven transit 

time TA and the rotational transform «, the center frequency of the continuum gap in a 

helical system is larger than that in the tokamak by |/ — qm\, where q = * - 1 is the safety 

factor and aq- = N2 is used. For a helical device with / = 2, m = 10, and t — 0.5, 

\l-qm\ = 18. 
It should be noted that the polarity of helical coils / plays a crucial role in creating the 

spectrum gap and determining the properties of HAE. This role is understood by expanding 
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numeritally solving the high-n MHD WKB-ballooning equation， Eq.(7)ー Forε<  1 the 

印 ntinuumgaps can be formed near 

L r N(J~ -m)] 2 
=卜ーす一一1 for N = 1，2，・1 (29) 

with the boundaries of the gaps given by ( for N 1 ~ 3 ):1' 

~=%1 [!ラ~r{1 土 2(争サ (30) 

Qぽ22=汁[1.川 2{千(卜1+{;←土巾争一→寸巾叫5eh刷ε白叫hρ)叶 ρ 

2μ3 = [陀竺旦斗r{干トい(卜トい1+吋+ぺ(争 h川)/6)':1:3土H刊3
From Eqs.(29-32)， we can悶 thatthe continuum ga戸 ina helical system depend on 1， m， 

" eh， and (cf'九/d(2).It is clear from the definition of n th叫 forthe same Alfven transit 

time TA and the rof.ational transform t， the cester frequescy of the continuum gap in a 

helical sy批 mis larger than that in the tokamak by 11-qml， where q .-1 is the safety 

factor and aT N2 is used. For a helical device with I 2， m 10， and • 0.5， 

Il-qml 18 

It should be noted that the polarity of helical coils 1 plays a crucial role in creating the 

spectrum gap and determining the properties ofHAE. This role is understood byexpanding 
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the /-th order modified Bessel function of the first kind, / j , near the geometric center. The 

helical ripple eh given by Eq.(15) increases in proportion to pl. The magnetic flux surfaces 

given by Eq.(6) comprise a family of off-center circles, of ellipses, and of circles encircling 

the origin according to / = 1, I = 2, and I > 3, respective!/.16 The effects of the magnetic 

flux surface shapes are reflected in the phase-dependent terms of Eqs.(17) and (18) through 

(cPeh/dp2) and d(ck/p)/dp. For / ^ 2 helicals with circular flux surfaces, the phase-

dependent terms disappear near the magnetic axis because {(Peh/dp2) ~ ld(£h/p)/dp oc 

(I ~ l ) p ' - 2 . However, for the 1 = 2 helical with elliptic flux surfaces, the phase-dependent 

terms remain finite. Defining the ellipticity e as the ratio of the long axis to the short axis, 

we have 

1 + 2 ^ 

dp2 

( e = 1 for I ^ 2, and e ^ 1 only for / = 2 ). Thus, the gap structures for straight 

helical devises with I ^ 2 are similar to those for the large aspect ratio, low-/? lokamaks in 

the sense that the contribution from the helical ripple, £h and d2£h/dp2, makes dominant 

contribution to the spectrum gaps. But for the / = 2 straight helical, the cllipticity e gives 

the dominant contribution through (Peh/dp2 {(p£h/dp2 ~ ld[£h/p)/dp > £/,), which is 

finite near the magnetic axis. The situation is similar to that in a straight plasma column 

with elliptical cross sect ion. 1 8 - 1 9 

In the following we concentrate on the 1 = 2 helical plasmas. For the 1 = 2 straight 

helical systems, the ellipticity e or (Pe^/dp2 ( ~ ld(eh/p)/dp ^> £h) significantly affacts 

the shear dependent sine term in F(i9) given by Eq.(23). Accordingly, as tsd increases, the 

first term of F($) given by Eq.(23) decreases rapidly as (*si?) - 4 as well as FT(T9T). However, 

the second term of F(T9)damps slowly in proportion to (e 2 — l)/(e 2+l)'(*si9)~ 1 sin(2tf). Ti.is 

term is more effective in determining the properties of the HAE modes as the ellipticity e or 

(Peh/dp2 ( :r id{eh/p)/dp >• e^) increases. Therefore, the properties of the high-n HAE 

modes can be significantly different from those of the high-n TAE modes. This conclusion 

is confirmed by the numerical calculations presented in Sec. IV. 

_ 8 _ 

the l-th order modified Bessel function of the first kind， [" near the geomelric cenler. The 

helical ripple <h given by Eq.(15) increases in proportion to p'. The magnetic flux surfi孔臼S

E 附 n by Eq.(6) comprise a lamily 010町-center仁口lrde田s民， 01ellips問e田s民， and 01 仁cir町irc目c仇:

the ori巴gin】accordingto 1 = 1， 1 2， and 1 主~ 3， respe町ctivel'.1同
6The ef町fectsof the ma且netl仁

fluxs叩u旧nfi白ac印es凶ha叩P田 are r問e自供e町cte町edin the phase-dependent terms of E:qs.(li) and (18) through 

(cPt:h/命')and d(t:h/占)/d，戸 For1 '" 2 helica1s with circlllar Ilux slIrfaces， the phase-

dependent terms disappear near the m時間ticaxis because (cP t: 

(いl一1)汐p'-→， However， for the 1 2 helica1 with elliptic flux刊 rface日， the phase-depenclent 

terms remain finite. Defining the ellipticity e as the ratio of the long axis to the short axis， 

we have 
CP凸

1+2--;士子
e
2 =一一ーヱE二

2♂εh 

dt' 

(3.3) 

( e 1 for 1 宇佐 2， and e 手 1 only for 1 2 ). Thus， the gap structures for 罰traighl

helic孔1devises with 1 '" 2 are similar to those for the large aspect ratio， low-s tokamaks in 

t.he scnse that theεontribution from the helical ripple， t:h and cP<h/dp'， mak，円 dominant

cont.ribution to the spectrum gaps. But for け同 2slraight helical， lhe ellipticity e gives 

the clom剛 1口川n附B同間ant叫tc印on川 h，刊川u川lωti悶O叩nt山hr刊o机u喝Jghd♂2ε臼h/μdli(d♂2ε九./d命戸P''" ld司(ε匂./μ』刈)ν/d，ゆ戸 》 εAρ)， w叫hi町1町ch悶

日n川it臼enear the ma喝串n肘etica蹴xi白s.The situation is剖milarto that in a str則ghtplasma column 

with clli ptica1 cross section. 18一回

ln the following we concentrate on the 1 2 helical plasmas. For the 1 2 straight 

helical systems， the ellipticity • or cPt:./dp' ( '" ld(εh/Pl/dp :a!> t:.) significantly affacts 

the shear dependent町 田 termin F(d) given by E:q・(23).Accordingly，描 .ts{)increa.. ... es， the 

first term 01 F( 19) given by Eq.(23) decreases rapidly田 (..19)-'酷 well回 FT(19T). However， 

the second term of F( d)damps slowly in proportion加(.'ー1)/(e'+I)・(..19)ー'sin(2d).Ti.1S 

term is more e町民tivein determining the properties of the HAE modes as the ellipticity • or 

CPεh/dp' ('" ld(e./戸)/dp :a!>εh) increases. Therefore， the properties of the highηHAE 

modes can be significantly different {rom those of the high-n TAE modes. This conclusion 

is confirmed by the nllmerical calculations presented in S町 IV.
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IV. N U M E R I C A L C A L C U L A T I O N S 

We consider the helical magnetic field given hy F>|-(o) with / = 2. m = 10, 

aspect ratio R/a = 8 where a is the minor radius. b/BQ is chosen lo he 0.-15 and 0.08. 

We choose five magnetic flux surfaces indicated by case(l) to case(5) for a helical system 

with i'/Bo = 0.15 (shown in Tab.I) and five magnetic flux surfaces indicated by case(f>) 

tn case(10) for a helical system with b/Bo = 0.68 (shown in Tab.II) . The former has a 

moderate ellipticity, and the latter has a large ellipticity. The rotational transform near 

the magne-iir axis of the former is given by * ~ 0.51. which corresponds to the I,HI) case . 2 0 

The initial point of each flux surface calculation TQ is chosen in the same toroidal plane 

and corresponds to (lie point of the weakest magnetic field strength in each magnetic flux 

surface. The averaged quantit ies in the analytical treatment and numerically calculated 

exact iota *.. and shear .?£ are also shown in Tables I and II. ll is clear from Tables I and 

II that the shear increases with the increase of the averaged radius f = pR/vi. We also 

note that the magnetic shear computed from the averaging method s is much smaller than 

exact magnetic shear ,i£. This also results from the truncation error in b/B0. 

Figure 1 shows the variation of | V a | 2 / | V a |^_ 0 along the magnetic field line for 

case (2) with the initial condition A = 0 at £ = 0. A increases parabolically along C 

with fast oscillations corresponding to the helical ripple period. This behavior suppor t s our 

averaging procedure. In Fig.2, we show the boundaries of the lowest continuum gap and 

the lowest discrete eigt.nfrequencies of the HAE modes for cases ( l ) - (5) of the helical system 

with b/Ba = 0.45. The gap boundaries obtained from both the numerical calculations and 

the analytical t rea tments are shown. The analytical gap boundaries are calculated from 

Eq.(lO), and the numerical boundaries are obtained by integrating the eigenmode equation, 

Rq.(T). It should be noted tha t the continuum gap still exists near the magnetic axis for 

/ = 2 helical systems, and the gap width is large because cPeh/dp is finite and is dominant 

over £V Physically, this is because the magnetic flux surfaces are elliptical near the magnetic 

axis. In the case of tokamaks, the toroidicity et vanishes at the magnetic axis, and the width 

of the cont inuum gap is proportional to the minor radius. Furthermore, in contrast to the 

TAE modes, the TfAE mode frequencies for the / = 2 helical systems decrease from near 
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IV. NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS 

¥¥'r considcr the heliral masllrtic fielrl gi¥"oll hy E'I'(弓)with I '2. 111 10， 

出 pl'cfr<tf川 R/ο8whf're 11悶 Ih('m;nor町 l川対 h/Ho j... cho.'¥en tn J即日 I.~ and 0，(;8 

¥VC' rhoo:-;(' fh'c magnf'tIf flux surfac円 indicat叶 hy日開(1)to caso(ろ)for ~ hrliral町叶rm

wil h 1) Ho 0.'1'; I，h，川m in Tab.l) and fiv(' magnf'tic flux刊 rfaccsinrli日 trd1りは叩(fi)

tll c(t:.;p( 10) ft)r司 heliral町長l円 n、，¥'ilhb/ Bo O.GR (，howl1 in Tab.II). The formrr has a 

fIlodpratf' ('lliptirity，叩dthp latlcr has a largf' ellipticity. Th(' rotational transform ncar 

ttll' magn叶 " 孔xi:-.of t he fortll円 1>且iVPIlhy I ::::: 0..) l. whidl ('orr(':-;ponds t 0 t hr L H 1】ra.o:.:<，却

I'hr inilial 1川 inlof ('出 hflux日"fぉ('(' ralrlllatjon 1'0 i呉 cho同 11in tlw只arnc1m川 dal1'1川町

川 ld(りTr{'!'pond:.;10 Ih(' pn;nt ()f tlH' wpakr:-;l llIagnrtic fipld :-;trrngth in f'ilch rnagnf'tk flux 

:';lIrfilCf'. TIH' il¥'C'ra旦pdqllalltiti('~ in the analytiral tr<'atmf'nl and numcrirally fakllla!rd 

f'xact lnl a I五 ano!'ollf'ar SE af('司!:-;oshnwn iu Tahlcs 1 and [1. 1I i~ r!riH from Tahlrs 1 and 

11 that tho ，hoar illCf<'耐円 withthr inrrr(¥!-'r nf th(' e¥¥'{'f(¥g('r) radills r =戸R/m.¥Ve also 

llotf' that th(' magnrtir sh('ar romplltcn from th(' a¥'Naging method s is mllch叩Jallert han 

<，xacl magnrtic slU'"ar !;E. Thi ぉ also rcsulls from thc t~川I1 n仁伺at

FドJ什、1明目u 作 l 只吋巾h桁"川}山川川、n、¥，宍 the ¥'ariatinn of 1 V" 1011 v" Iz~o along the magnotic field linc for 

日間 (2)with tho initial condition A 0 at ( O. A inc阿部esparabolically along ( 

I¥'ith fa，t ，，"，cillations corresponding to thc ltelical ripplo pcriod. Thi5 bch剖 iorsupports our 

avrraging prorrc!utr. In Fig.2旬、，¥'(>show the hOllndarirs of the lowcst continnum gap and 

tJ1C' lm\'f'~t di:o;.cfel(' C'igcnfn'qurncies of the HAE mod田 forca5es (l )-(5) 01 thc ltr.li日 Is}'str.m

wit h b/ Ho 0.-15. The g"P bOlludaries obtaincd from hoth the m川11旧叩IJπm町τnc肝ricalc日a叫Ic口印IIlat川】5 and 

th】刊oa剖nalytiraltreat 1ηme円盲河引nts民 arc s吋ho鴨wn. The analylical gap boundar口IC5are 仁alculate凹dfrom n 】

Iじ公:q.(ρ10川)ト句 and t山h('m川umcri('alhoundaries are ohtained by integrating the凹 genmodecquat.ion， 

E'I.(i). lt shollld be not吋 thatthe continuum gap still円 l'・tsnear t he magnetic a.-xIs for 

1 = 2 holi日 1，ystems， anrl the gap width is large becausc d'<h/dt is自I1iteand Is dominant 

o¥'er <h. Physically、t.hisis because the magnetic sux surfaces are dliptical near the magnetic 

axis. In the仁田eoftokamah， t.he toroidicity <， vanishes at the magnetic axis， and the widt.h 

of thc continuum gap is proportional to the minor rarlius. Furthermore， in contrast to t.he 

TAE nmde5， the IlAE mode fre'luenc 
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the upper gap boundary toward the lower gap boundary with the increase of I ho averaged 

radius, i.e., with the shear. It is noted tha t although the analytical (.realmerit breaks dnwn 

for large 6/J9o, the analytical est imate of the gap boundaries gives good indication. Similar 

conclusions can be drawn for the helical system with bjBo = 0.68 as shown in Fig. 3. 

The analytical est imates of the gap boundaries become worse at smaller ft for the larger 

bjBo case shown in Fig.3 than those for the smaller 6 / B Q case shown in Fig. 2 due to the 

breakdown of the expansion in bjBQ. It should be noted that in contrast to the high-n 

TAE modes, the HAE eigenmodes with odd parity also exist. Figure 4 shows the even 

eigenfunctions of the HAE modes with corresponding eigenfrequencies in the lowest gap 

for cases ( l ) - (5) . It is found tha t the eigenfunctions spread out more along the magnetic 

field line as the shear decreases. Note t ha t the HAE mode eigenfrequency increases as the 

magnetic shear decreases. This is opposite to the properties of the TAE modes in tokamaks, 

where Q2 approaches the lower boundary as the shear decreases. Compar ing Fig.-1 with 

Fig. l , we see t h a t the eigenfunctions have oscillations with roughly one half period as the 

helical ripples. Similar features are observed for odd parity HAE modes. Figure 5 shows 

the odd eigenfunctions of the HAE modes with corresponding eigenfrequencies in the lowest 

gap for cases ( l ) - (5) . We have also found discrete HAE modes in the higher continuum 

gaps. Figure 6 shows the eigenfunctions and corresponding eigenfrequencies of an even and 

an odd HAE mode in the second continuum gap for case (2). Since the fast oscillation of the 

eigenfunction ~ e , f l ^, the frequency of the oscillation is proportional to the eigenfrequency 

or the period is inversely proportional to the eigenfrequency. 

V . C O N C L U S I O N A N D D I S C U S S I O N 

T h e high-n Helicity-induced shear Alfven Eigenmodcs ( HAE ) are c1 .isidered both 

analytically and numerically for a low be ta straight helical system, where n is the toroidal 

mode number. An averaged eigenmode equation for the high-n HAE modes is obtained 

by using the averaging method. T h e eigenmode equation reduces to the Mathieu equation 

asymptotically which suggests the existence of the cont inuum gaps. T h e continuous spec

t rum gaps appear arnnnd w 2 = UJA[N(U — m ) / 2 ] a for N = 1,2, ••, where o.'.̂  = v^/R is 

- 10 

the uppf'r gap houndary toward thc lower ga.p bOllndary with thf' inCTri¥sf' of Ihr a、f' ra~rd

radius¥】e.，wit.h thc只hc.r.It is nolcd tl日 1ah.hollgh lhc analytical trcal mcnt 1、rc孔ks"川 '¥'11

for large 6/80， 10he analytical est.imate of (he gap bOllndari凹 glve気 go印 Iindication. Similar 

conclllSiol1s can be drawn for the helical syst.em wit.h b/80 0.68 a.._ showlI in Fig. 1 

The anaJyt.ical estimates of the gap boundaries becomc worse a1町naller戸fnrthc largcr 

6/80 casc shown in Fig.3 than those for the smaller b/80 c.-，e shown ill Fig. 2 duc to thc 

breakdown of the expansion in b/80・ ltshould be noted thal in con(rast to thc high-1l 

TAE modes， the IIAE eigenmodes with odrl parity al50 exist. i'igure'¥ shows thc C¥'Cll 

eigenfunctions of thc IIAE modcs with corresponding eigcnfrequcncies in thc lowcst gap 

for cascs (1)ー(5).It is found that the eigenfunct.ions spread out morc along the m.gnetic 

lield line as the shear decreases. Note tJ.at the HAE mode eigenfrcqucncy in仁reeL.'ocs田 the

magnetic shear decreases. This is oppo;ite to the properties of the TAE modes in tokamaks， 

where f!' approaches the lower boundary田 theshear de口 ea..，cs.Comparing FigA with 

Fig・1，we see that the eigenfunctions have oscillations with roughly one half period拙 lhe

helical ripples. Similar features are ρ!'served for odd parity 11 AE modes. Figurc 5 shows 

the odd凹genfunctionsof the IIAE modes with corresponding oigcnfrequencies in thc lowcst 

gap for cascs (1)-(5). We have also found discrete IIAE modes in t.he higher continulltll 

gaps. Figure 6 shows the eigenfllnctions and corresponding剖百四frequenciesof an even and 

an odd 1I A E mode in the sc印 ndζontinuumgap for case (2). Since thc fast oscillal.ion of the 

eigenfunction ~ e'i1(， the frequency of the oscillation is proportional to the eigenfreqllcncy 

or I.he period is inversely proportional 1.0 the eigenfrequency 

v. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 

The high-n lIelicity-induced shear Alfven Eigemnodes ( IIAE) are v .JSiderod bolh 

analyl.ically and numerically for a low beta sl.raight helical sysl.em， wherc n is thc toroidal 

mode number. An averaged eigenmode eqlla(ion for t.he high-n HAE modes is obt.aincd 

by llsing the averaging method. The eigenmode equation rcduces 1.0 t.he Mathieu f'quation 

a..'ymplotically which su鶴 田tst.he C'xistence of the cont.inuum gaps. Thc cont.Inuous sp('c 

trurn gaps appl...ar arf1nnclωω~[N (l. -m)/2]' for N 1，2，"， whoroω 川 /Ris 
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the toroidal Alfven transit frequency, vA — BQ/y/p^ is the Alfven velocity with the major 

radius R, the uniform toroidal field Bo, and the mass density p m , and I, m, and * are the 

polarity of helical coils, the toroidal pitch number of helical coils, and the rotational trans

form, respectively. For the same Alfven transit frequency u^ and the rotational transform 

*, the frequency of the helical continuum gap is largeT than that of the toroidal continuum 

gap by |/ — 9m), where q = * - 1 is the safety factor. It is found that the polarity of helical 

coils / plays a crucial role through the shape of the magnetic flux surfaces in determining 

the spectrum gaps and the properties of the high-n H AE modes. The shape of the magnetic 

flux surfaces near the magnetic axis is approximately circular for I = 1, > 3, and elliptic 

for / = 2. Consequently, the spectrum gaps are dominantly created by the helical ripple 

£k for I ^ 2. However, for / = 2 the continuum gaps are mainly determined by the 

ellipticity of the flux surfaces e or cPet,/dp2 ( >- £/,). For I = 2 case, these analytical 

results and the existence of the discrete high-n HAE modes in the continuum gaps are 

confirmed numerically. In contrast to the tokamak case, not only the even modes but also 

the odd modes exist in each spectrum gap. This is attributed to the slowly decaying oscil

latory pert of potential given by the second term of F($) ( Eq.(23) ). This term becomes 

dominant asymptotically due to the ellipticity e or (Peh/dp2 ( ^$> £h) in the / = 2 helical 

system. The spreading of the HAE eigenfunctions along the magnetic field line increases 

as the shear decreases. In each spectrum gap, many even and odd modes exist and the 

eigenfunctions spread more and more along the magnetic field line for larger eigenvalues. 

In toroidal helical devises, the toroidicity et is also present, and the shaping of the 

magnetic flux surfaces are easily done by the poloidal coil systems. Since the period of the 

toroidal field modulation is much slower than the period of the helical field modulation, 

the continuum gaps due to the toroidal field will be separated from those due to the helical 

field. For / = 2 toroidal helical systems such as CHS 2 1 , Heliotron-E22, ATF 2 3 , and LHD 2 0, 

it is expected that the properties of the helical spectrum gaps and the corresponding HAE 

modes do not change much from the straight helical case if the ellipticity of the magnetic 

flux surfaces due to / = 2 modes is dominant over the contributions from the helical 

ripples of other modes with / ^ 2. In addition to the HAE modes, we also expect the 

existence of the TAE modes in the toroidal continuum gap resulting from the variation of 

- 1 1 -

the toroidal Alfven transit frequency， VA = Bo/.;p;;; is the Alfven velo口tywith lhe major 

radius R， the uniform toroidal field Bo， and the mass density Pm， and 1， m， and < are the 

polarity of helical coils， the toroidal pitch number of helical coils， and the rolational trans-

form， respectively. For the same Alfven transit frequency ωA and the rotational trans{orm 

t， the frequency of the helical continuum gap is larger than that of the toroidal continuum 

g"p by 1I -qml， where q < -1 is the safety factor町Itis found that the polarity of helical 

coils I plays a crucial role through the shape of the magnetic flux surfaces in determining 

the spectrum ga戸 andthe properties of the high-n HAE modes. The shape of the magnetic 

fll1x surfaces near the magnetic axis is approximately circl11ar for 1 1，主 3，and elliptic 

for I 2. Conseql1ently， the spectrum gaps are dominantly created by the he!ical ripple 

eh for I手 2. However， for 1 2 the continuum gaps are mainly determined by the 

ellipticity of the ftl1X surfaces e or ♂九/dt2( >>臼). For I 2 case， these analytical 

results and the exist四 ceof the discrete high-n HAE modes in the continuum gaps are 

confirmed numerically. In contrast to the tokamak case， not only the even modes but also 

the odd modes exist in each spectrum gap. This is a!tributed to the slowly decaying oscil 

latory pert of potential given by the secosd term of F(rJ) ( Eq.(23) ). This term becomes 

dominant asymptotically due to the ellipticity e or d'臼 /dt2 (>> eh) in the I 2 helical 

sy吐 em.The spreading o{ the HAE eigenfusctions along the magnetic自eldline increases 

国 theshear decreases. In each spectrum gap， many even and odd modes exist and the 

eigenfunctions spread more and more along the magnetic field line for larger eigenvalues 

In toroidal helical devises， the toroidicityε， is also present， and the shaping of the 

magnetic flux surfaces are easily done by the poloidal coil systems. Since the period of the 

toroidal field modulation is much slower than the period of the helical field modulation， 

the continuum gaps due to the toroidal field wi¥l be separated from those due to the helical 

field. For I 2 toroidal helical systems such描 CHS21，Heliotron-E22， ATF"， and LHD20， 

it is expec!ed that the properties of the helical spectrum gaps and the corresponding HAE 

modes do not change much from the straight. helical case if the ellipticity of the magnetic 

flux sur{aces due to I 2 modes is dominant over the contributions from the helical 

ripples of other modes with I # 2. In addition to the I1AE m 
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the toroidal field over the magnetic flux surface. More detail examination is now being 

carried out both analytically and numerically. 
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TABLE I. AVERAGED QUANTITIES FOR MODERATE ELLIPTICITY 

ca.se TO r 'E t S £ 5 f» tP^/dfi- p 

case( 1) 0.250 0.184 0.558 0.520 -0.087 -0.052 0.0060 0.231 1.65 

rasc( 2) O.SOO 0.361 0.634 0.559 -0.358 -0.195 0.0232 0.248 1.72 

cas«( 3) 0.750 0.520 0.782 0.620 -0.891 -0.190 0.0493 0.274 1.85 

casc( 4) 0900 0 603 0.926 0.663 -1.467 -0.511 0.0671 0.291 1.95 

case( 5) 0.950 0.628 0.987 0.677 -1.717 -0.549 0.0730 0.298 1.99 

TABLE I. AVERAGED QUANTlTIES FOR MODERATE ELLIPTICITY 

ca:;;e ro T 'E e SE .， E， a'E，/d片， I ， 
C田ぞ(1) 0.250 0.184 0..';58 0.520 -0.087 O.O.S2 0.0060 0.211 1.65 

F国~( 2) 。月00 0.361 0.634 0..559 0 .. 1月R 。19'i 0.02.12 0.248 J.i2 

C由。(1) 0.7円。 0.520 0.782 0.620 0.8')1 。190 町内.191 0.27-1 1.8.'; 

仁田村 1) 0.900 0.601 0.926 日自前1 1.167 。月11 。0(;71 0.291 1.').5 I 

C踊 e(5) 0.950 0.628 0.987 0.677 .1.717 0.519 0.0730 0.298 1.99 
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TABLE II. AVERAGED QUANTITIES FOR LARGE ELLIPTICITY 

case r0 
r 'E * S£ s £k cp£k/d? e 

case( 6) 0.100 0.056 1.341 1.159 -0.016 -0.005 0 0001 0.341 2.30 

rase( 7) 0.250 0.13!) 1.403 1.174 -0.106 -0.030 0.0051 0.345 2.34 

rase( S) 0.500 0.2G2 1.642 1.219 -0.520 -0.105 0.0184 0.358 2.46 

case( 9) 0.600 0.303 1.810 1.241 -0.896 -0.139 0.0246 0.365 2.52 

rase(10) 0.800 0.359 2.423 1.276 -4.195 -0.193 0.0348 0.375 2.64 
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TABLE Il. AVERAGED QUANTITIES FOR LARGE ELLIPTICITY 

case ro r 'E e 5E s <h ♂εh/d戸，I e 

ぞ国c(6) 0.100 0.056 1.34.1 1.159 0.016 0.00.5 0日001 0.141 2.10 

f回r(i) 0.2.50 0.139 1.403 I.1H 0.106 -0.030 0.00.';1 0.1.1弓 2.1.] 

c.se( 8) 0.500 0.2日2 1.642 1.219 0.520 -0.105 0.0184 0.3:'8 2..t6 

ぐ国0(9) 0.600 0.101 1.810 1.2.11 -0.896 0.t:l9 0.02.16 0.16.1 2..52 

[日開(10)I 0.800 日間 2仰1.2i6 川川1I 0.01.]8 I 0.3;5 I 2.0'] 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

FIG.l | Vctr | 3 / | Vff | | = 0 along the magnetic field line for case (2) with the initial 

condition A = 0 at Q = 0. 

FIG.2 The boundaries of the lowest continuum gap and the lowest discrete eigenfiequen-

cies of the HAE modes for cases (l)-(5) of the helical system with 6/Bb = 0.45 as shown in 

Tab.I. The dotted curves indicate the boundaries obtained from the analytical treatments 

using Eq.(30). The broken curves designate the boundaries obtained from the numerical 

calculations. The open circles and crosses show the lowest even and odd eigenfrcquenries, 

respectively. 

FIG.3 The boundaries of the lowest continuum gap and the lowest discrete eigenfre-

quencies of the HAE modes for cases (6)-(10) of the helical system with b/B0 — 0.68 as 

shown in Tab.II. The symbols are the same as those in Fig.2. 

FIG.4 The even eigenfunctions of the HAE modes with corresponding eigenfrequencies 

in the lowest gap for cases (l)-(5). The period of the oscillation of each eigenfunction is 

roughly one half of the helical ripple period shown in Fig.l. 

FIG.5 The odd eigenfunctions of the HAE modes with corresponding eigenfrequencies 

in the lowest gap for cases (l)-(5). 

FIG.6 The even and odd eigenfunctions of the HAE modes with corresponding eigen

frequencies in the second gap for case (2). 
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frequencies in the second gap for case (2). 
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